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Kolkhozniks. An anthropological study  

of the identity of Belarusian villagers at the turn  

of the 20th and 21st centuries

Belarusian Kolkhozniks is neither a book on the Sovietization of a Belarusian 
village nor a study of the communist or post-communist mentality. However, 
it can be placed within Sovietological studies. More speci)cally, it belongs 
to a discussion on the kolkhoz stereotype – the kolkhoz perceived as a place 
of social and cultural disintegration – which is inextricably linked with the 
phenomenon of Homo Sovieticus. Primarily, this is a study on the perception 
of being a peasant that the author of this monograph went through (almost 
literally) during her long-term ethnographical dialogue with the inhabitants 
of kolkhoz villages in Belarus.

¯us, the essence of her book is an anthropological narrative construed 
from the perspective of its subjects – her interlocutors. It focuses on questions, 
which the author considered essential for the development of long lasting 
traditional cognitive and axiological categories of identity for present-day 
kolkhozniks that managed to survive the twentieth century’s outbursts of 
destruction threatening the traditional peasant reality – collectivization, 
enforced atheism, World War II, and the Shoah. ¯e study aims to interpret 
the identity narrative of Belarusian kolkhozniks. In this narrative, through 
a dialogue with her respondents, the author attempts to trace the implicit 
values, norms, rules, basic semiotic dichotomies and distinctive attributes, 
in search of an unbiased insight into the content, structure, and building 
process of the collective identity of present day Belarusian kolkhoz villagers 
in its social and historical context.

¯e book results from research conducted for almost two-decades 
(1993–2011) in villages located in Western as well as Eastern Belarus, where 
people of both peasant and impoverished gentry descent live. ¯is was  
a qualitative study with data collected through ethnographic )eldwork. 
Source material consists of about 700 conversations (of which about 400 
are used in the book) with individuals being overwhelmingly over 60 years 
of age. It is worth noting that this unusual age pro)le was not a research 
prerequisite; it simply resulted from the demographic peculiarity of the 
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Belarusian village. ¯e kolkhozniks’ social world-view, described as a result 
of analyzing and interpreting dialogues with the respondents, extends in 
their communicative memory back to the beginnings of the 20th century, 
while in the realm of meaning it reaches back to archaic layers of cultural 
consciousness and unconscious stemming from times before the era of 
modernization and modern nationalisms. ¯e kolkhozniks’ collective 
identity, expressed in pre-modern categories, primarily re©ects the mentality 
of the oldest generation, which surely does not mean it would end with this 
cohort; mentality change is a long-lasting process.

¯e book contains four parts. ¯e )rst one – “In the kolkhoz” – 
outlines the respondents’ historical memory and their ambivalent attitude 
toward the institution of the kolkhoz. Taking as a point of departure the 
determination of a somewhat ambiguous phenomenon – the eventual 
grass-root acceptance of the kolkhoz system, which was initially enforced 
against the will of the population – the author presents an analysis of 
memories of collectivization implied in the accounts of her interlocutors. 
Collectivization – forced on the villages of Eastern Belarus at the turn 
of the 1920s and 1930s and on those in Western Belarus at the turn of 
the 1940s and 1950s – swept away an economically di�erentiated social 
stratum of self-supporting peasants who were owners of their land and 
other means of agricultural production and created an equalized group of 
expropriated peasants known as kolkhozniks living as agricultural laborers 
on one huge estate, built on their formerly private land, and called the 
kolkhoz. Vivid memory of this traumatic change, shaped through long 
years of physical and psychological terror (executed through the political 
apparatus of the state) and transmitted to younger generations, evolved 
into a kind of founding myth, which became the kernel of social identity 
for these villagers.

¯is founding myth, framed in eschatological terms of the end of 
the world and an entirely new beginning, refers to the ferocious and 
incomprehensible forces of destruction, which removed from the local 
life-world its rightful plot-and-house owners (focused on the category of 
their property) together with all attributes of their subjectivity and imposed 
in its place a new serfdom. Yet the community of serfs-kolkhozniks, 
originally bound by fear, gradually started adapting to their new social 
and psychological conditions thus reintegrating their aims and attitudes in 
accordance with the central value of peasant ethos – solidarity with life as it 
occurs. ̄ e kolkhozniks’ accounts on collectivization, to some extent, re©ect 
the satisfaction that the local community managed to survive the threats 
and horrors.
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What made the Belarusian peasants, as they phrased it, “get used 
to” the kolkhoz system? Why do they accept it today without wishing to 
change it? In searching for answers to these questions the author notes 
the archaic peasant conception of fate, linked to fatalistic attitudes and the 
traditional system of peasant values that are tied to the ethos of survival. 
Once convinced that the “kolkhoz has to stay,” the kolkhozniks return to the 
social attitude patterns practiced and transmitted by generations of their 
ancestors and pre-modern mental clichés. Functioning day a¶er day in the 
network of fuzzy limits and informal relationships stretched between the 
individual (people’s) and common (belonging to the kolkhoz) property, in  
a peculiar symbiotic relationship between the individuals and the institution 
of kolkhoz, they perceive the contemporary socio-economical context of 
their own existence as a speci)c continuation of the ancient manor estate, 
in which the predsyedatyel – kolkhoz president – plays the role of a former 
landowner while they – the kolkhozniks – take the positions of former 
serfs or farmhands. ¯is leads the author to conclude that the collective 
kolkhozniks’ identity constitutes a continuation of peasant identity from the 
times of the feudal serfdom estate. ¯e cognitive structures of long-term 
persistence built into the serf-kolkhoznik identity cause kolkhoz villagers 
to interpret their social reality by referring to traditional mechanisms of 
life-world perception and categorization that characterize the mentalities of 
people living in highly isolated cultures. And it is because of these structures 
that even today one may occasionally )nd young people who cannot imagine 
their lives without the kolkhoz.

It is the anthropologist’s task to capture the intra-group, subjective 
point of view of the community examined, including its self-stereotype, in 
order to present it in symbolic rather than naturalist terms. Expressing this 
point of view are the subjects’ responses to questions, which are crucial for 
collective identity, like “who are the others?” and, in consequence, “who are 
we, as opposed to others?” Starting from this theoretical assumption the 
author demonstrates – by analyzing the notional terms her interlocutors 
have used – that the cognitive foundation of the community under study is 
made of the three following dichotomies: “peasant” vs. “lord,” “peasant” vs. 
“Jew,” and “Christian” vs. “Jew.” ¯e second part of the book, “¯e peasant 
and the lord” focuses on the )rst of these oppositions.

¯e author looks at the social and symbolic relationship between the 
peasant and the lord through the prism of myths regarding their origin or 
background, which her respondents reported in conversations. ̄ eir accounts 
present the peasant as a holder of negative attributes specifying his inferiority 
and lesser value as compared to the lord and master. ¯e higher and lower 
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social status conferred on the two archetypes by the power of ancient myth, 
therefore making part of their de)ning speci)cation and carrying the pattern-
creating and normative functions – are seen as permanently conveyed to the 
two social groups and acknowledged through antonymic attributes used in 
the respondents’ narrative. ¯e “better” partner of the “worse” peasant in 
the kolkhozniks’ mythical thinking refers to the archetype of the lord and 
nobleman who is present in their collective memory and perceived as being – 
in the )rst place – noble. ¯is term encompasses social and legal superiority 
(compared to the peasant), the wealth, the Polish connection, as well as the 
realm of manners, which is referred to as culture, gentleness, and/or kindness. 
Simplicity is perceived as the negative of nobleness; this attribute constitutes 
the stereotype and self-stereotype of simple muzhik (peasant). ¯e stereotype 
of simplicity comprises the cultural primitivism, attributed to Belarusian 
peasants, with their low material status and the contempt that those of the 
higher social echelons have for them.

¯e contrast of “noble lord” vs. “simple muzhik” focuses on the crucial 
dichotomy that builds the peasant perception of social reality: “working” vs. 
“not-working.” ¯e conviction that the lords’ business does not constitute 
“working” is a stereotype, which is deeply-rooted in peasant culture, 
where “working” means, exclusively, the agricultural hardship of a peasant 
struggling with the resistant land. In consequence, contemporary “lords” – 
represented by kolkhoz authorities or professionals from the city – must be 
“not-working” in their role of the opposition to the muzhiks-kolkhozniks 
engaged in their peasant job on the land.

¯e kolkhozniks’ reading of social structure places the lords and 
peasants – in line with the myth on the origins and background – in  
a sequence of dichotomies: “working – not working;” “rulers – ruled;” 
“higher – lower;” “cultivated – crude;” “considerate – churlish;” “rich – poor;” 
“educated – uneducated.” ¯e oppositions outlined above and characterized 
by hierarchical complementarity, are expressed in the kolkhozniks’ accounts 
in a variety of re)nements producing the self-image of the contemporary 
kolkhoznik – almost a direct continuation of the self-stereotype of the 
feudal serf.

¯e stereotype of simple speech constitutes one of these re)nements. 
¯rough its analysis the author concludes that languages spoken by village 
peasants and impoverished gentry from the area (the so-called simple 
Belarusian and Polish) to this day constitute the de)ning factor of their 
identity. ¯e peasants’ Belarusian language is valued less than the former 
gentry’s Polish – considered cultivated and noble – which relates directly 
with the di�erent social positions of both groups of speakers; for the negative 
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stereotype of simple speech is consistent with the related stereotypes of peasant 
and village. ¯e “lower” value of simple Belarusian is contrasted with the 
“higher” value of the gentry’s languages (in Belarusian reality these languages 
are Polish and Russian and have been for many centuries) – a long-lasting 
historical phenomenon, probably as old as the ancient antagonism between 
the peasant and the lord, and the peasant’s longing for the “lordship.”

¯e stereotype of simple muzhik (a negative, compared to the “lord”) 
is the e�ect of the symbolic oppression of the lord over the peasant and 
does not provide a unique and comprehensive picture of their linkage. 
An alternative, entirely di�erent founding myth exists; it values the two 
protagonists in exactly the opposite way. According to this second myth, 
the lord, associated with the dog/devil, slips into the dichotomy: “man” 
vs. “not-man,” opposite the peasant who is identi)ed with “man.” ¯e idea 
of peasant superiority over the symbolically degraded lord )nds its way 
in name calling, ridiculing, and anecdotes, which highlight the mutual 
dependence of the two stereotypes. For the kolkhoznik account about 
ancient and present, real and symbolic, lords and muzhiks demonstrates that 
there is no peasant without a lord. But it also reveals that the categories of 
“muzhik” and “lord” – seemingly ascribed to the group (and the individual) 
since birth, are situational and dynamic rather than static. Mythical order 
and the resulting norm, which is present in the respondents’ statements, is 
altered daily by the practice of life as it occurs, providing multiple examples 
countering the attributes seen in the stereotypical images. ¯us, mutual 
distance is shrinking while the dichotomies, oppositions, peculiarities, and 
antagonisms tend toward neutralization.

¯e kolkhoznik narrative on lords and muzhiks – their di�ering identities, 
the antagonisms between them existing on the side of symbiosis and 
vanishing dissimilarity – demonstrates that the opposition between these 
two types functions as a symbolic tool of segmentation and the imposition 
of a hierarchical order on social reality notwithstanding its relativity, 
situational nature and actual socio-historical circumstances. Whether an 
ancient patriarchal lord is contrasted with his feudal serfs, or a 1919–1939 
interwar wealthy estate baron with his farmhands, impoverished former 
gentry from the neighborhood with village peasants at various periods of 
the past century, kolkhoz predsyedatyel with kolkhozniks, or yet an educated 
man from the city with an uneducated one from the village – each time there 
are those located higher and lower in the social hierarchy. ¯e ongoing 
sequence of pairs validates the social reality of patterns and values implied 
in the dichotomy –“peasant” vs. “lord” – the medium of collective identity 
of the present-day kolkhozniks.
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¯e dichotomy of working peasant vs. “not-working” lord allows one 
to conclude that the kolkhozniks de)ne themselves through the job of 
cultivating the land. ¯ey perceive their condition through the prism of  
a mythical order declaring that the peasant was created for physical work. 
¯eir self-stereotype, based on the medieval blueprint of the peasant as  
a hard-working and pious man, goes back to Adam, the mythical protoplast 
turned into land cultivator by the act of banishment from Eden. ¯e 
stereotype of peasant and kolkhoznik work – rooted in this myth – is of an 
ambivalent nature.

¯e negative extreme of this stereotype (with its key phrase charna 
rabota – literally, black work) shows best in lamentation narratives 
belonging to the kind of timeless peasant complaint about a lot )lled 
with hard, never-ending physical work understood as punishment for 
the original sin, penance, and hore (literally, anguish, misery). It means 
slog-labor, agony, and an ordeal, identi)ed with “life-su�ering.” It relates 
to a feeling of injustice and humiliation. However, the positive extreme – 
referring to the biblical model of the plowman’s blessed work – indicates 
the sacred nature of their work and is linked to the archaic complexity of 
life, land, and crop treated as sacrum. As peasants cultivating the (sacred) 
land, the kolkhozniks perceive themselves as diligent, work-loving people, 
)nding in their job the sense of life as well as joy. ¯eir work, understood 
as stated, helps them build their sense of worth and dignity as well as their 
self-stereotype as industrious people who earn essential goods through 
the hard and honest work of their own hands – an image consistent 
with the peasant ethos. Land cultivation – the de)ning attribute, which 
di�erentiates the stereotypical peasant from his lord and master – at the 
same time represents a fundamental value constituting the peasants’ ethos 
and collective identity.

¯e fullest incarnation of this value transcends the dichotomy of 
“peasant” vs. “lord;” it )nds its personi)cation in the peasant who is his own 
master – the farming owner of his plot, house, and all necessary tools: this 
is the model of a good haspadar, which is fundamental for the kolkhozniks’ 
collective identity. ¯e stereotype of the good haspadar’s business involves 
not only the process of laboring but also the land and buildings owned 
with all the resources and goods produced by one’s own e�ort – the highly 
valued work of one’s own hands. Prosperity, or well-being, thus created, is 
considered an e�ect of God’s blessing – joy and happiness come true. ¯e 
model of peasant-master as the one who creates his identity by planning 
and growing crops, working with his own hands on his own land – rather 
than being an object in the hands of a lord, like a feudal serf or kolkhoznik-
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farmhand – is a direct continuation of the pre-kolkhozian social ideal 
of the a!uent holder (haspadar-bahatyr). It also pertains to the kulak – 
the No. 1 enemy of the Soviet kolkhoz system as demonstrated by a very 
emotional and popular narrative on “dekulakization” at the time of forced 
collectivization. This narrative demonstrates that the category of one’s 
own – one’s own land, one’s own workshop, working on one’s own – in spite 
of all the destruction caused by the collectivization process, remained the 
central value, the focus of the kolkhozniks’ daily activity. As descendants of 
haspadars they feel accomplished and satis)ed when working at the only 
place where no master oversees them – the mini-plots adjacent to their 
living cabins, which constitute merely the remnants of their former property 
that they were allowed to keep for themselves. 

¯e model of the good haspadar – the kernel of the kolkhozniks’ 
collective identity embracing the fundamental values of this community 
(land cultivation and faith in God), and, in addition, emphasising the 
universal dimension of peasant dignity – turns out to be an autonomous 
pattern, in which the subjective consciousness of collectivity dominates the 
feeling of distinctiveness when compared to cultural “others.”

In the third part of her book – “¯e kolkhoznik and the Jew” the author 
examines the dichotomy of “peasant” vs. “Jew.” ¯e image of the Jews 
constitutes the third corner of the three-element-system: peasants – lords – 
Jews, originating in the old pre-capitalist society and still functioning as 
a model in search of socially updated contents to )ll it. In the symbolic 
scheme, the image of Jews as those who do not work on the land, and are 
not Christians, has a role in shaping the collective identity of Belarusian 
villages’ present dwellers who follow similar rules to those that applied in 
the times of their ancestors. Like the lord, the Jew is de)ned by not working 
on the land. Business is the area of activity assigned to him. To facilitate the 
peasant’s work the Jew must engage in business – to change the e�ects of the 
peasant’s work into money and other goods. To allow the peasant to stay in 
his village the Jew – the merchant and go-between – must be constantly on 
the move. Because of the Jew’s “not-working,” he assumes attributes normally 
characterizing the image of a lord, which a stereotypical muzhik does 
not possess – wealth (in the first place), education, and culture. In the 
kolkhozniks’ contemporary rendition of this stereotype the Jew is more 
like a present-day educated professional than a post-feudal estate owner, 
while the contrasting relationship of two group stereotypes reads: simple 
muzhik – smart/clever Jew.

In the opposition of village vs. city/town, the Jew is ascribed to the 
latter, where the kolkhozniks’ perception of social structure includes a long 
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list of non-peasant positions. ¯is is re©ected in the following sequence: 
city – o!ce – power, in which the folk perception of the social world 
would necessarily place the )gure of Jew as a constitutive agent. Presently, 
an excellent candidate to )t the category of a stereotypical Jew would be 
an o!ce worker or manager (nachalnik) whose link to the historical Jew 
would be such that by not working on the land, and actually having a non-
manual job, he is located higher in the social hierarchy than the kolkhoznik. 
Professionals, white-collar workers, specialists in trade and services, and 
the like, all )t this common category of the symbolic Jew.

¯e negative of the Jewish stereotype underscores distinctive attributes 
of the kolkhoznik’s self-image as a simple man working on the land, who – 
in contrast to the constantly moving Jew – is a settled resident, rooted in 
the local community of people from here. In this reading of the world in 
which the traveling Jew constitutes a kind of direct re©ection to the settled 
peasant – there can be no peasant without a Jew.

¯e Jew’s image, like the lord’s, is ambivalent. On the one hand, 
kolkhozniks eagerly remember Jews as their former neighbors, clearly 
assigning positive values to the subjects of their narrative. It reveals a picture 
of good-neighbor symbiosis, in which the distinctiveness created by 
social distance and symbolic apartness neither stops the two-way ©ow of 
cultural contacts nor blocks personal contacts. ¯e respondents’ personal 
experience corrects and veri)es the stereotypical perception of Jews, in 
e�ect neutralizing the distinctiveness between the two groups. Intergroup 
di�erences, in this case, have an exclusively classifying function, without 
symbolic and emotional overlays. ¯e latter are nulli)ed while our Jews are 
considered the same kind of people as we are.

But the Jew’s image as the familiarized other that is re©ected in 
the kolkhozniks’ narrative also has a hidden side – the aggression of 
Christian peasants toward Jews, which is reported in the form of jokes, 
teasing, and mocking. ¯is ritual violence, carrying a sanction of societal 
consent, served as a symbolic rea!rmation of the otherness of the two 
groups. In the period preceding World War Two, under the in©uence of 
anti-Semitic propaganda of the Catholic Church as well as Polish fascist 
organizations, it grew far beyond the limits of symbolic animosity. For this 
reason, the author’s inquiry regarding the Jewish role of signi)cant others 
vs. Belarusian peasants and the impact of this role on constructing the 
collective identity of kolkhozniks led her to question her interlocutors on 
their attitude toward the Shoah.

In accounts collected on the extermination of the Jews – which the 
author cites in the order re©ecting their regional di�erentiation – what is 
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elicited in the )rst place is fear – an emotion both groups share. ¯is is  
a narrative on fear in the face of a world that has lost all of its former order, 
both in the socio-political and cognitive-axiological sense. In this chaos 
)lled with terror and doom, a fatalistic streak, always known to the peasant, 
assigned the role of victim to one party, the role of executioner to another, 
the role of either one’s ally to some, and the role of witness to someone 
else. ¯e attitude of this collective witness glowed with a spectrum of 
emotional colors – from empathy, regret, even despair, through dispassion, 
distaste, or aversion, toward the victims. ¯e apocalyptic image of the 
Shoah remembered by the peasant observers/witnesses comes as a vision 
of the end of their well-known world of good-neighborly Christian-Jewish 
coexistence. It was transformed into a mythical narrative reading like  
a morality play.

¯e kolkhoznik narrative on the Shoah, placed in the broader context 
of war, takes place – paradoxically – in a world disconnected from the 
category of nationality. ¯is is the peasant’s universal world of God and 
man, at the same time being the local neighborhood, as well. Framed in 
mythical-eschatological terms, it is nonetheless a personal story, a narrative 
on the end of the world as well as an account about personally known, by 
)rst and last name, executioners, victims, and witnesses – members of the 
local community of narrators. ¯is account, speaking of the end of our 
Jews, takes the form of a peasant lament with a leitmotif of sympathy and 
sorrow. Its striking feature consists of the neutralization of the dichotomy 
between “peasant” vs. “Jew” by replacing it with an emphasis on the peasant-
Jewish kinship in humanness in the face of the cosmic catastrophe of an 
ever-reaching war. ¯is is very important, for the kolkhoznik memory of 
the extermination of the Jews is directly interwoven with their memory of 
the extermination of peasants committed, more than once, by Nazi penal 
military units charged with village paci)cation. Resulting from these 
traumatic events, written into the collective memory of things experienced, 
is the feeling of a common destiny with the Jewish inhabitants of small 
towns, who were murdered by the Nazi )ring squads or buried alive, and 
the Belarusian peasants who were either killed or burned alive by such 
squads. Hence, these Jews and peasants were remembered in the same 
way – as innocent victims.

Trying to comprehend the Shoah, the kolkhozniks interpret the image of 
the world undergoing a catastrophe, in archaic, mythical terms. ¯ey attempt 
to return to it a cognitive and axiological accord. On the one hand, they do so 
by referring to the concept of cosmos – guarding the ethical order and feeling 
in unison with humans (the moving, bleeding, and moaning of the earth, the 
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groaning of the air). ¯e eschatological image of the bleeding earth comes 
together with the mythical precedent of the innocent victim (of fratricide) – 
Abel whose blood calls to God for revenge.

On the other hand, the respondents’ interpretation extends to the 
fundamental concept of peasant thinking and reasoning: the idea of 
God’s justice taking the form of God’s punishment understood in terms of 
revenge – in this case, revenge on the Jews for Jesus Christ’s cruci)xion. 
¯e kolkhozniks’ narrative on the Shoah seems to convey the idea that 
the Jews are, at the same time, innocent as well as guilty victims because 
of representing both Abel and Judas. ¯ey are Christ’s killers yet, at the 
same time, Christ’s death on the cross – an innocent victim by all means – 
consists of a pre)guring of their own fate. Such an intense ambivalence may 
probably be encompassed solely by an archaic sensitivity of a mythical-
religious character.

In the )nal part of the book, “In the face of God,” the author focuses on 
the religious identity of the peasant-kolkhoznik from here. As the peasant’s 
identity as the one who is working the land cannot be established without 
images of the “not working” lord and Jew, the peasant’s identity as a Christian 
does not appear without the image of the Jew. ¯e mythical “Jew generalized” 
embodies all that country-folk thinking considers non-Christian and is the 
essential negative of the Belarusian muzhik’s self-image as Christian, whether 
Orthodox or Catholic. ¯e image of Christ’s cruci)xion, which is constitutive 
for Christian identity, cannot be referred to without evoking the parallel 
image of Jews-God-killers involved in the process, without the stereotype of 
Jew-non-Christian (or, in extreme case, antichristian).

Equally important as this aspect of the Jewish stereotype – setting the 
antagonist, mutually excluding identities of Jews as non-Christians and 
Christians as non-Jews – is the genealogical aspect: Christians actually 
descend from Jews. For kolkhozniks, the act of baptism is the ritual of the 
transformation of a Jew into a Christian – the replication of the mythical 
precedent of Jesus-the Jew being baptized (christened) in the river of 
Jordan. According to this logic, the Christian-Jewish otherness comes down 
to the opposition: baptized – not-baptized (christened – not-christened). 
In the kolkhoznik cliché of the world, not-christened means the Jew while 
baptism (christening) is the ritual act de)ning man as a social being – an 
individual ascribed to a speci)c faith-nation [vyera-natsya] (Orthodox, that 
is of Russian faith, or Catholic, that is of Polish faith). ̄ us, a hint “one has to 
be christened (baptized)” constitutes the crucial imperative for the identity 
of the muzhik-Christian – it is its de)ning norm. Christening (baptism), as 
the symbolic kernel of kolkhozniks’ identity, constitutes that identity’s core 
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value, which is, among other things, con)rmed by a frequent self-de)nition, 
“We Christian people/baptized people.” Referring, again among other 
things, to etymological-symbolic roots and phonetic associations of this 
formula (Christ – christening – cross), the author concludes that at this point 
one faces a metaphorical-metonymic sequence of concepts: De)ning the 
Christian (that is human) identity of peasants-kolkhozniks is the christening 
(baptism), the symbolic essence of which comes down to the sign of cross. 
¯e kolkhoznik-Christian is a person who has been christened/crossed.

Next, the author examines the role of christening and the cross, found 
constitutive for the identity of kolkhozniks, in her conversations carried 
out in the in commonly considered “non-religious” Eastern Belarus, in the 
area of heaviest persecution during the Soviet campaign against religion. 
¯is part of her research indicated that for respondents from the area – 
who either lost most of their competence stemming from the practice of 
religion in institutional form, or had no opportunity to assume it in the 
)rst place, the magic-apotropaic sign of the cross, older than the Christian 
religion, remained the permanent (o¶en the only) determinant of “belief 
existing in the human soul.” In addition to the cross, there are some other 
distinctive identity attributes of the kolkhoznik as a person of belief. ¯ese 
are: a conviction that there is “something in Heaven” that could be (but is 
not necessarily) called God; a Christian icon in the house; not working/ 
/observing holidays, a taboo on swearing, and, )nally, the christening. ¯is 
kind of belief needs no name and is independent of institutional religion; it 
conditions both the humanity of a christened/crossed person as well as the 
permanence of his or her social cosmos.

An analysis of the structure of the kolkhozniks’ identity as Christians, 
compared to the Jews-non-Christians, leads the author to conclude that, in 
the image of their world, the category of human being de)ned as “the person 
who believes in God” has a fundamental meaning. Beginning with this 
statement she looks at the phenomenon of a mental map of faiths – the matrix 
characterizing the multi-religious society, in which the kolkhozniks operate. 
¯e folk myth on the di�erentiation of people, resulting from the collapse 
of Babel Tower, sanctions and organizes mutual relationships between faiths 
(called vyera or natsya by the locals). Religious groups established because 
of this mythical precedent – each of whom received its own language from 
God – form a multi-pole classi)cation system. It is based on the opposition: 
Jews vs. Christians (on the criterion of baptism), while the latter split (on 
the criteria of the language of prayer and the speci)c form of the cross) into 
Christian-Orthodox and Catholics. Depending on the local neighborhood, 
other faiths may supplement these three obligatory elements of the “map,” 
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e.g., Muslims, or neo-protestant faiths (called Baptists by the locals). ¯e 
mythical order of faiths – natsyas – languages creates a speci)c pattern of 
borderland. With its principal norm – “there is one God, but many faiths” 
– it indicates the equal status of all faiths, constituting the foundation of 
the non-antagonistic strategy of their coexistence in the common social 
and symbolic space. ¯is is a pre-modern, non-hierarchical, and non-
fundamentalist model of religious identity, set in cultural diversity not upon 
the principle of an excluding alternative but rather upon the principle of an 
ecumenical conjunction.

Faith as the de)ning element of a human being has a universal 
dimension – it is a category that encompasses all natsyas, both Christian 
and non-Christian. It is not speci)c to the muzhik-kolkhoznik. ¯is 
speci)city shows up only a¶er the de)nition of a human being as “the one 
who believes in God” in the kolkhozniks’ identity discourse narrows – as 
the logical consequence of considering the opposition of “Christian” vs. 
“Jew” – to form “the one who believes in God and is christened.” Hence, the 
kolkhoznik-Christian is just this kind of person – he believes in God and is 
christened. Evoking the remaining dichotomies, which are constitutive for 
his identity: “peasant” vs. “lord” and “peasant” vs. “Jew,” which result in the 
self-de)nition of muzhik-kolkhoznik as a simple, hard-working man from 
here, we conclude that Belarusian kolkhozniks at the turn of the 20th and 21st 
centuries – like the generations of their ancestors – constitute a simple and 
hard-working Christian nation.

An addendum, as well as a counterpoint, supplementing the author’s 
interpretation of the identity narrative of Belarusian kolkhozniks is her 
analysis of their recollections of the process of destruction, which the Soviet 
authorities brought to the other (than land cultivation and ownership) 
fundamental domain of values de)ning the peasant identity – the one 
focusing on faith. ¯e image of the communists – perpetrators of this 
destruction, which paralleled collectivization – (then) were regarded as 
demonic aliens threatening the very existence of a subject group – evokes the 
fundamental Slavic myth. According to its structure and message expressed 
in Christianized language, the crusade of Soviet communists against religion 
amounted to a war waged by the Devil against God. Communists allied 
with the Devil, having established a dichotomy of work vs. faith, which was 
incomprehensible to the traditional peasant world, conducted a struggle 
aimed at winning power over people’s souls. ¯e kolkhozniks interpreted 
this struggle in mythical terms, according to a sequence of oppositions: faith 
vs. non-faith (atheism), God vs. Devil, good vs. evil, work vs. holiday. ¯e 
stereotypical image of communists )nds its place in the traditional image 
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of a world focused on the sacrum: in the space divided into the variety of 
faiths-nations they represent a peculiar anti-nation, which – according 
to the structural pattern of perceiving the religious groups – “believes in 
nothing.” ¯erefore, this group must remain outside the “post-Babelian” 
community of believers – that is humans – even if their Marx-Engels religion 
is conceptualized in terms of faith.

¯e promoters and warriors of the communist anti-religion )nally lose 
their pursuit of a new form of collective identity for peasants-kolkhozniks. 
Mythical mechanisms of God’s punishment following those who commit 
sacrilege, supplemented by a new organization of religious practices toward 
a non-institutional crisis variant based on kinship-neighborly ties, have 
helped to spare the kolkhozniks from disintegration of their collective 
identity as a people believing in God. Mental structures of long-lasting 
persistence, which assigned sense and consistency to the image of social 
reality, collective identity, and the personality of individuals, )nally came 
victorious.

¯e present-day post-serf identity of Belarusian villagers as the 
“kolkhozniks-Christians from here,” carrying with it an indelible mark of the 
old post-feudal society, embodies an ingrained link to a myth-based outlook 
on life and a linguistic image of the world woven with stereotypes. Immune 
to all the ideological and political designs of new times, it constitutes  
a universal, humanist peasant identity with its anthropology focused on 
the relationship of the human being and the sacrum. Neither the nation, 
motherland, state, nor language belongs to the identity-building principal 
values of this group – these are “working the land” and “faith in God.” ̄ is is 
the identity of an earlier-than-national peasant community whose founding 
myth speaks about people who were disadvantaged and made to assume 
the lowest position in the social hierarchy. As a result of the petrifaction 
of the old model of the serfdom manor by the Soviet kolkhoz system, in  
a Belarusian village we presently encounter one of the last residuals of pre-
modern mentality and social identity that still exist in Europe.

Belarusian Kolkhozniks – as an analysis of their identity and 
mentality – may be of interest not only to Sovietologists, social and cultural 
anthropologists, and historians involved in Central-East-European studies. 
It may also be helpful to other professionals, such as specialists in peasant 
societies, sociologists of religion, students of oral history, folklorists, and 
)nally, specialists in Jewish studies and political scientists attempting to 
comprehend the phenomenon of present-day Belarus.

Translated by Jerzyna Słomczyńska


